CASE STUDY

JOINED UP PORTAL
Genius Networks recently engaged with Union Street Technologies, to develop the capabilities
of Genius’s, CRISP provisioning platform and reseller portal. Genius’s James Roberts and Union
Street’s Tony Cook explain the circumstances behind the collaboration and how they believe the
new reseller portal will benefit Genius’s channel partners.
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STOP STRUGGLING WITH ETHERNET PROVISIONING
At Entanet, service delivery quality is everything to us as we know a sale means
nothing to you until it turns into revenue. That’s why we rank our suppliers’
provisioning performance rigidly every month so that we know which carrier can turn
your order into cash quickly.
The great news for you is that we’ll match your lowest Ethernet quote with our best performing
supplier! That’s what you call commitment to quality without compromise on price. You’ll have to
move fast though as this is a limited time offer!

Visit www.enta.net/spring-ethernet-challenge
or call us on 0333 101 0808 to get the best of both worlds.

